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CGI Forum is the premier networking and educational event for the CGI Advantage®

community. With numerous in-depth product sessions, the Forum is the must-attend event for 
government professionals to share experiences and best practices with peers and experts in 
the field.

Moving our face-to-face conference to a fully online format allows the CGI Advantage 
community to continue to engage, learn and collaborate. This can’t-miss event provides a 
unique experience including:

Best of all, each CGI Advantage client site receives complimentary registration, making it easy 
to participate in this important event.

Overview

Michelle Venditto
Wake County, NC
Steering Committee Chair

• Select from numerous product-focused breakout sessions covering all CGI Advantage modules
• Earn Continuing Professional Education (CPE) credits*

• Hear best practices and lessons learned from your peers
• Chat one on one with your product SMEs

• Reach more CGI Advantage users than ever before through our virtual format
• Network with and learn from the 75+ state and local organizations in attendance

Education

Collaboration

Community

*CGI is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final authority on the 
acceptance of individual courses for CPE credit. Complaints regarding registered sponsors may be submitted to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors through its website: www.nasbaregistry.org.

http://www.nasbaregistry.org/


Meet the 2021 Steering Committee members
Members of the CGI Advantage Steering Committee serve a very important role in representing the user community in interactions with CGI. 
The activities of the committee include evaluating proposed enhancements for future releases of CGI Advantage products, assisting in the 
creation of session content for the CGI Forum, and acting as a channel of communication between the Users’ Group and CGI. Each year the 
user community elects members of the user community to represent them on the CGI Advantage Steering Committee for rotating 3 year terms.

Application/Administration Technical

Majida Adnan
LA County, CA
(2021)

Michelle Venditto
Wake County, NC
(2022)

Budget Functional

Ruth Schwartz
State of Michigan
(2022)

Eric Wagner
State of West Virginia
(2023)

Business Intelligence

Ed Quedens
City of Mesa, AZ
(2021)

Donald Sequeira
Fulton County, GA
(2023)

Financial Management

Joanna Greenaway
State of Arizona
(2021)

Robert Harwood
Maricopa County, AZ
(2022)

Kimberly Allen
Olmsted County, MN
(2023)

Human Resource Management

Kathleen Orndorff
Anne Arundel County 
Public Schools, MD
(2021)

Larry Rowland
Baltimore County 
Public Schools, MD
(2022)

Idalia Ow
Monterey County, CA
(2023)



Schedule-at-a-glance
Tuesday, October 26
11:00 AM ET 12:00 PM ET 12:30 PM ET 1:30 PM ET 2:00 PM ET 3:00 PM ET 3:30 PM ET

General Session Networking Break Education Sessions
Block 1

Networking Break Education Sessions
Block 2

Networking Break Education Sessions
Block 3

Wednesday, October 27
11:00 AM ET 12:00 PM ET 12:30 PM ET 1:30 PM ET 2:00 PM ET 3:00 PM ET 3:30 PM ET

General Session Networking Break Education Sessions
Block 4

Networking Break Education Sessions
Block 5

Networking Break Education Sessions
Block 6

Thursday, October 28
11:00 AM ET 12:00 PM ET 12:30 PM ET 1:30 PM ET 2:00 PM ET 3:00 PM ET 3:30 PM ET

General Session Networking Break Education Sessions
Block 7

Networking Break Education Sessions
Block 8

Networking Break Education Sessions
Block 9
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 26  l  11:00 AM – 12:00 PM ET

Opening general session



WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27  l  11:00 AM – 12:00 PM ET

General session keynote: Courtney Clark
Courtney Clark is the luckiest unlucky person in the world. After a series of major 
struggles beginning in her mid-20s, she has built two successful businesses and is the 
author of two books, including her most recent book The Successful Struggle: Powerful 
Techniques to Achieve Accelerated Resilience. She works with people who want to 
adapt faster and achieve more. Courtney’s resilience work has been called “practical,” 
“powerful” and “empowering”. 

ReVisionary Thinking™ l The Science and Strategy of Adapting to Change

Can you reach your goals, even if things aren’t going the way you expect? Most people 
are good at setting goals and making plans, but not very good at revising those plans 
when things change. But that’s the real work of resilience. Resilience is letting go of the 
“old way of doing things” and rewriting a script for success that gives you the fastest 
and best path from where you are to where you want to go. Backed by Courtney’s
data-driven research, ReVisionary Thinking offers concrete strategies for blazing a new 
path when the goalposts move on you.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 28  l  11:00 AM – 12:00 PM ET

Closing general session



New to the Forum this year, Learning Bursts are a collection of pre-recorded “mini” sessions to provide you with even more 
CGI Advantage knowledge. All of our learning burst sessions will be accessible on-demand during the virtual event.

NEW THIS YEAR

Learning Bursts

Budget

Tuning Search in Budgeting
Learn more on how you can tune your site's search 
criteria to increase the usefulness of this powerful tool 
using Advantage's Designer.

Estimating Salary Deltas
Explore options to project potential salary deltas 
(salary savings) for the current fiscal year.

Capturing Text with the Budget Request
Textual information provides context and content for 
budget requests. This session looks at various ways 
sites collect this textual data with budget requests.

Financial

Tax Year 2021
Hear what changes are being done for 2021 IRS 
regulations and what basic improvements are being 
done.

BFY Staging
An overview of how the system edits against this 
important feature to better understand when system 
controls can and should be applied to lessen the 
approval workload.

GASB 87
See a listing of your peers live and in the process of 
compliance and obtain a list of implementation 
considerations, including the impacts on Fixed Assets.

Business Intelligence

infoAdvantage: Using Input Controls
This session will demonstrate how to use input 
controls with multiple different user input type (e.g. 
text boxes and radio buttons, etc.) and how they are 
associated with report elements, like tables and 
visualizations.

infoAdvantage: Troubleshooting Report Issues
Have you had a report return an unexpected response 
like #Multivalue that you did not know what to do with? 
Then this is the session for you where we will review 
some troubleshooting tips and steps for common web 
intelligence issues.

infoAdvantage: Using Conditional Formatting
Conditional formatting is a great way to highlight 
important information in a report. This session will 
cover how to use this vital feature to help make 
patterns and trends in your data more apparent. We 
will also cover how to incorporate user input into 
conditional formatting logic.



NEW THIS YEAR

Learning Bursts

Procurement

The Ins and Outs of Punchout
Get an overview of the Punchout process – how it’s 
setup, how it’s used, how it can provide benefits to 
your site. This session will also provide a preview of 
the enhancements planned for the Punchout 
functionality.

Overlooked and Forgotten Features
As part of the 3.11 release, there were dozens of 
Procurement features added, some better known than 
others. Several of the lesser known or overlooked 
features are highlighted in this session, chosen based 
on questions asked or requests made by the client 
community.

Deep Dive: The Solicitation Process
Get an in-depth walkthrough of the Solicitation 
Transaction, what each component is used for, 
important fields and functionality to be aware of, and 
the various decision points if you’re publishing your 
solicitation.

HR/Payroll

Benefit Wizard Overview
This session will provide an overview of the 
Advantage Benefits Enrollment Wizard, including 
new features and configurations inside and outside 
the wizard, which allows your organization to easily 
offer the available benefit plans.

Manage Team Information
CGI Advantage 4 has been enhanced to include a 
Manage Team Information portal which allows 
managers to view key information of all their 
reports in a consolidated view. This session will 
walk you through the new pages, the navigation 
options, the information covered and the setup 
supported. 

CGI Advantage Payroll Accounting Allocation 
Hierarchy
In CGI Advantage 3.11 the payroll accounting 
allocation hierarchy has changed. Is your 
organization taking advantage of the new features? 
In this session we will discuss how you can use 
each level of the payroll accounting allocation 
hierarchy and the benefits that come from it.

Technology & Architecture
Update on Advantage Technology Stack
This session provides an overview of the 
technology stack updates in Advantage 3 and 
Advantage 4.

Advantage Connect – Real World Examples
Join us to learn real world examples of Advantage 
Connect in action!

Advantage 4 Upgrade Technical Considerations
Is there an Advantage 4 upgrade in your future? 
Then join us as we provide an overview on 
important technical considerations related to 
upgrading to Advantage 4.

New to the Forum this year, Learning Bursts are a collection of pre-recorded “mini” sessions to provide you with even more 
CGI Advantage knowledge. All of our learning burst sessions will be accessible on-demand during the virtual event.



Education sessions
by field of study



General Interest
114  Advantage Cloud - Panel Discussion
124  Using Organizational Cultural Insights to Manage Change: An Agile Transformation Case Study
244  CGI Collections Solutions Overview
245 Sponsor Spotlight with UiPath: Navigating the Great Resignation with Automation
254  Navigating the Post Pandemic Workplace
374  Leveraging a Human-Centered Design Approach to Digital Transformation
384  Introduction CGI Advantage Flow!
394  Extinguishing Burnout: Strategies for Overcoming Overwhelm

Budget
113  Creating the Target Budget
243  Outcome-Based Budgeting
264  Take Another look at Underutilized Budget Enhancements
373  Budgeting for Capital Projects
392  Prioritizing Requests for Additional Budget

Business Intelligence
122  Best Visualization Practices for Advantage reporting using Power BI
252  Introduction to CGI Advantage Pagination Reports using Power BI
382  CGI Advantage Reporting - The Road Ahead

Financial
111  COVID Tracking Success Stories
135  GASB 87 and You 
241  Accounts Receivable in Action
261  Get More Financial from Four
371  Tips and Tricks for Creating Fixed Assets
391  Take Another Look at Underutilized Financial Functionality



Procurement
121  A Look at the Exciting New Features in Procurement
131  Stocking up on Inventory Know-How
251  Implementing Grantor - The West Virginia Experience
262  From Here to Eternity - Procurement Reports 
381  Reports from the Field - The Advantage 4 Upgrade Experience

HR/Payroll
112  What’s New in CGI Advantage 4 Human Resource Management
132  Simplifying Processes for the Human Resource Analyst
242  Utilizing Workflow in CGI Advantage Human Resource Management
263  Streamline Leave Management from Leave Requests to Leave Processing
372  Reshaping the Workplace in a Post-Pandemic World

Technology & Architecture
123  Tips and Best Practices for Shared Admins
133  Enhance Performance for BIRT Reports
253  Technology Roadmap Update
383  Extensibility Administration
393  Automated Testing Advantage



Education sessions
details and descriptions



SESSION BLOCK 1

Tuesday, October 26 l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM ET

111 COVID Tracking Success Stories 
Tuesday l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Primary content area: Financial

This was not the first and certainly not the last instance of a special project 
tracking need. Whether using Cost Accounting Programmatic COA or not, CGI 
Advantage provides a myriad of options including a base set of tools for 
tracking only up to full automatic reimbursement billing. Join us for this panel 
session to hear how your peers leveraged existing CGI Advantage functionality 
to meet their tracking needs, implemented enforcement methods and 
developed a reporting strategy.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Identify tracking solutions using your COA structure that will meet your site's 

requirements
• Recognize the benefits and limitations of using different COA structures for 

your tracking needs

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Finance
Program Level: Overview 
Prerequisites: None 
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based

112 What’s New in CGI Advantage 4 Human Resource Management
Tuesday l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Primary content area: HR/Payroll

CGI Advantage 4 Human Resource Management (HRM) is continuing to not 
only transform the user experience, but also is adding new capabilities at a 
rapid pace. Join us to learn about key enhancements available in CGI 
Advantage 4 today and to get a sneak peak of exciting features planned for 
future HRM feature sets. We will showcase some key changes done and how 
they can drive employee engagement and save time.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Explain the CGI Advantage release cadence
• Discuss the direction for CGI Advantage Human Resource Management
• Describe improvements with Advantage 4 releases

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Personnel/HR
Program Level: Overview 
Prerequisites: None 
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



SESSION BLOCK 1

Tuesday, October 26 l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM ET

113 Creating the Target Budget
Tuesday l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Primary content area: Budget

Do your users initiate their budget development as a zero-based budget or 
from a base or target budget? In this session, we'll look at CGI Advantage 
Performance Budgeting tools for creating the base budget. These tools 
support creating an initial multi-year plan as well! You will also hear from other 
sites on the techniques and processes they use to create their base budget 
and learn ways to streamline the budget initiation process.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Identify Advantage Budgeting tools to initially forecast a starting budget for 

the next budget development cycle
• Create a base/target budget using multiple inputs
• Configure an allocation to spread a budget cut across multiple organizations

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Computer Software & Applications
Program Level: Advanced
Prerequisites: Knowledge of CGI Advantage Performance Budgeting and the 
budget development process at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

114 Advantage Cloud - Panel Discussion
Tuesday l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Primary content area: General Interest

Want to learn more about the CGI Advantage Cloud and what it has to offer? 
Curious to hear more from other Advantage Cloud clients? Join us for a panel 
discussion to get exclusive insight from your state and local peers on their 
experience in the Advantage Cloud.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Identify strategic drivers for migrating to the cloud
• Understand the critical success factors for a cloud implementation
• Recognize the benefits to your organization of a CGI hosted solution 

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Computer Software & Applications
Program Level: Overview
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



SESSION BLOCK 2

Tuesday, October 26 l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM ET

121 A Look at the Exciting New Features in Procurement
Tuesday l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Primary content area: Procurement

Are you curious to know what's been going on in the Procurement area 
recently? Join us to learn about the latest Procurement features and 
functionalities added. This session will include quick demonstrations of key 
features and we'll discuss the value these features can bring to your 
organization.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• List recently added features in CGI Advantage Procurement 
• Describe how the new Procurement features could be used by your site
• Describe the benefits of each newly added Procurement enhancement

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Computer Software & Applications
Program Level: Overview
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

122 Best Visualization Practices for Advantage reporting using Power BI
Tuesday l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Primary content area: Business Intelligence

Attend this session and learn how to get the most from your Power BI 
analytics. We will be covering numerous topics including using color to better 
understanding data trends, how to use themes to standardize analytics for 
your organization, getting the most out of data slicers and multiple other 
development tips. This session is for report developers and people interested 
in getting the most out of the CGI Advantage reporting toolset.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Discuss how Power BI themes work and the benefits for your organization
• Recall how to use color for visualizations to help convey information
• Discuss key Power BI development techniques 
• Explain how to use visualizations to focus on core information

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Computer Software & Applications
Program Level: Intermediate
Prerequisites: Experience developing reports at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



SESSION BLOCK 2

Tuesday, October 26 l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM ET

123 Tips and Best Practices for Shared Admins
Tuesday l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Primary content area: Technology & Architecture

Streamline your administration activities and unlock the power of unification by 
transitioning to a shared admin. In this session, we'll discuss the fundamentals 
of a shared admin and then talk through real-life lessons learned and best 
practices. This session applies to both Advantage 3 and Advantage 4.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Explain the fundamentals of a shared admin
• Describe the risks and lessons learned of a shared admin
• Detail the benefits of a shared admin
• Outline best practices for using a shared admin

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Information Technology
Program Level: Advanced
Prerequisites: Experience as a system administrator at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

124 Using Organizational Cultural Insights to Manage Change: An Agile 
Transformation Case Study
Tuesday l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Primary content area: General Interest

You are excited about your Advantage 4 implementation as it will provide the 
latest and greatest to your stakeholders. You are moving or curious about 
moving to an agile approach. But how do you support the ‘people side’ of 
change and adopt an agile delivery approach at the same time? Is that too 
much change at once? It can be, but knowing and leveraging your culture will 
help you get there. Join this session to hear about how using insights about 
your organizational cultural styles can shape your change management and 
project delivery strategy.  

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Describe what a cultural assessment is
• Recall what insights you can gain by leveraging a cultural assessment
• Apply cultural insights to your change management efforts

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit 
Field of Study: Business Management & Organization
Program Level: Basic
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



SESSION BLOCK 3

Tuesday, October 26 l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM ET

131 Stocking up on Inventory Know-How
Tuesday l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Primary content area: Procurement

Join this session to learn about the inventory lifecycle, from the introductory to 
the advanced. Hear how a stock request flows through the process and is 
eventually replenished in CGI Advantage inventory. We'll highlight some of the 
underutilized features within inventory and showcase how they can help you 
simplify and streamline the process.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Explain the inventory lifecycle
• Identify how to best utilize the inventory features offered in CGI Advantage 

for your site
• Describe some of the more complex and lesser known inventory features 

within CGI Advantage

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit 
Field of Study: Finance
Program Level: Advanced
Prerequisites: Knowledge of CGI Advantage inventory functionality and 
familiarity with inventory processes at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

132 Simplifying Processes for the Human Resource Analyst
Tuesday l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Primary content area: HR/Payroll

Human Resource (HR) analysts work with a wide variety of people, projects 
and functionality in a single day. Join us to learn how CGI Advantage Human 
Resource Management (HRM) can make your life easier by supporting day-to-
day HR functions, from employee life cycle changes, to efficiently entering 
employee and related information, to analyzing that information quickly and 
easily.  

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Explain ways to simplify support of selected HR functions
• Describe how to easily upload employee information in CGI Advantage 

HRM
• Recognize opportunities to use analytics in employee lifecycles

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Personnel/HR
Program Level: Intermediate
Prerequisites: Knowledge of CGI Advantage Human Resource Management 
and human resource processes at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



SESSION BLOCK 3

Tuesday, October 26 l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM ET

133 Enhance Performance for BIRT Reports
Tuesday l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Primary content area: Technology & Architecture

Unleash the potential of BIRT and improve performance with intelligent design. 
In this session, we'll walk through tips and tricks to improve performance of 
your BIRT forms. This session applies to both CGI Advantage 3 and CGI 
Advantage 4.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Recall BIRT form design tips
• Avoid common BIRT form design pitfalls
• List advanced performance suggestions for BIRT forms

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Information Technology
Program Level: Intermediate
Prerequisites: Experience using BIRT forms at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

135 GASB 87 and You
Tuesday l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Primary content area: Financial

Let's get out of decentralized spreadsheet management. Come see how a 
spreadsheet can take you from an operating lease to a financed lease. 
Discover the options for recording leases with the reasonably certain, by either 
party, extension and/or termination clauses. The payment and billing 
schedules created in the process will provide you critical information for budget 
preparation and cash forecasting. Automatic accounting will free staff for
more strategic tasks and eliminate errors.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Describe how debt management is not just leases
• Convert an operating lease to a financed lease
• Identify changes for fixed asset types

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Finance
Program Level: Intermediate
Prerequisites: Familiarity with GASB 87 and lease processes for your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



SESSION BLOCK 4 

Wednesday, October 27 l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM ET

241 Accounts Receivable in Action
Wednesday 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Primary content area: Financial

The Accounts Receivable area is rich in functionality, but is often underutilized. 
We will kick off this session by reviewing the full complement of Accounts 
Receivable features as well as the flexibility of the structure. We will then dive 
into an example from a client site that is effectively utilizing the functionality to 
include implementation strategy, types of customers, improvement to previous 
processes, sample correspondence and future direction. Join us to ensure you 
are getting the most out of the Accounts Receivable functionality!

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• List the Accounts Receivable features available in CGI Advantage Financial
• Identify the different areas Accounts Receivable functionality is used by 

other sites

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Financial
Program Level: Intermediate
Prerequisites: Knowledge of CGI Advantage Financial system and familiarity 
with accounts receivable processes at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

242 Utilizing Workflow in CGI Advantage Human Resource Management
Wednesday 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Primary content area: HR/Payroll

CGI Advantage Human Resource Management (HRM) is unique where you 
have many different users’ roles and functions in the system like human 
resources, employee relations, payroll, finance, employees and managers. 
Attend this session to learn how to configure workflow in Advantage to support 
all these users.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Describe CGI Advantage workflow and identify components unique to CGI 

Advantage HRM
• Recall concepts discussed which can be utilized to streamline business 

processes and eliminate manual processes

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Computer Software & Applications
Program Level: Advanced
Prerequisites: Familiarity with human resource processes and workflow 
configuration used by your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



244 CGI Collections Solutions Overview
Wednesday l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Primary content area: General Interest

Do you have a growing receivable balance and struggling to find ways to 
manage? Has the pandemic caused a sudden increase in the need to 
establish flexible payment agreements?  Join us to hear about CGI’s recovery 
solutions.  We will cover new trends that emerged during the pandemic and 
how these challenges can be addressed, showcasing the capabilities of our 
solution along with lessons learned over 30 years of helping clients to improve 
their collections operations. Learn how manual processes can be automated 
and how smart case management can allow you to take the right action at the 
right time to drive improved recovery rates.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Identify the solutions CGI offers to improve receivable recovery rates
• Recall collections capabilities included with CGI’s recovery offerings
• Describe insights on trends in the government collections industry

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Computer Software & Applications
Program Level: Overview
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

SESSION BLOCK 4

Wednesday, October 27 l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM ET

243 Outcome-Based Budgeting
Wednesday l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Primary content area: Budget

Governments are evaluating how they allocate their budgets and make 
investment decisions. The outcome-based budget aids decision makers in 
prioritizing dollars to align with the strategic plan and in tracking key 
performance indicators (KPIs). Join us for a discussion on outcome-based 
budgeting, CGI Advantage Performance Budgeting functionality to assist in 
taking this alternate view on budgeting, and hear from clients on their 
outcome-based budgeting experiences. You’ll learn options for how to align 
budget and spending with your site’s strategic plan and priorities.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Explain the basic concepts and principles of outcome-based budgeting
• Describe system configuration options to support outcome-based budgeting 

and KPI tracking
• Apply best practices for outcome-based budgeting

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Finance
Program Level: Intermediate
Prerequisites: Knowledge of CGI Advantage Performance Budgeting and 
outcome-based budgeting processes at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



SESSION BLOCK 4

Wednesday, October 27 l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM ET

245 Sponsor Spotlight with UiPath: Navigating the Great Resignation with Automation      
Wednesday l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Primary content area: General Interest

“The Great Resignation” is upon us. As employees are told to get vaccinated and to 
physically get back in the office, we are seeing a crisis of employees leaving state and local 
government. Agency leaders and their executive teams will be facing huge backlogs of work 
that will need to get done as they look to fill the gaps. Join our Forum 2021 sponsor UiPath
as they discuss actions you can take now. Learn how automation can help ensure your site 
has the resources it needs to avoid the crippling effects of “The Great Resignation”. Stop 
thinking about modernizing and start digitally transforming.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Understand the actions you can take now to help ensure your state or agency has the 

resources to continue to deliver on your mission
• Build a business case for automation that will help get you funding

Additional information
This session is non CPE eligible
Field of Study: N/A
Program Level: N/A
Prerequisites: N/A
Advanced Preparation: N/A 
Delivery Method: N/A



SESSION BLOCK 5 

Wednesday, October 27 l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM ET

251 Implementing Grantor - The West Virginia Experience
Wednesday l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Primary content area: Procurement

Learn about West Virginia's implementation of the Grantor module as part of 
their Vendor Self Service 4 upgrade and their experience since going live. See 
how they made use of the CGI application onCue to create a configurable form 
option on their grant opportunities and applications.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Describe the current features and capabilities of Grantor
• Describe the Grantor lifecycle
• Describe how West Virginia was able to expand their Grantor module via the 

use of onCue

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Computer Software & Applications
Program Level: Intermediate
Prerequisites: Knowledge of CGI Advantage Grantor module and familiarity 
with grantor processes at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

252 Introduction to CGI Advantage Pagination Reports using Power BI
Wednesday l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Primary content area: Business Intelligence

Do you want to know more about creating traditional row and column (i.e. 
pagination) reports using Power BI? Attend this session to learn how to build 
these critical reports with demonstrations on how to add robust visualizations, 
include report prompts and so much more! This session is for report 
developers and people interested in getting the most out of the CGI Advantage 
reporting toolset.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Discuss the new reporting features available with Advantage Insight
• Explain what a Power BI pagination report is
• Create a pagination report using a template
• Apply interactive and visualization report techniques

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Computer Software & Applications
Program Level: Basic
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



SESSION BLOCK 5 

Wednesday, October 27 l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM ET

253 Technology Roadmap Update
Wednesday l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Primary content area: Technology & Architecture

Join us to hear about the CGI Advantage innovations that help you respond to 
the rapidly changing technical world! We will cover topics such as Business 
Process Management (BPM) integration, Advantage intelligence and 
cybersecurity. This session focuses on recent and planned enhancements to 
Advantage 4.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Describe the highlights and benefits of the recent CGI Advantage 

technology enhancements
• Explain the upcoming technology roadmap plans within CGI Advantage
• Outline how the CGI Advantage technology roadmap addresses specific 

business and technology challenges

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Information Technology
Program Level: Update
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

254 Navigating the Post Pandemic Workplace
Wednesday l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Primary content area: General Interest

The global pandemic forever changed the way we work and introduced new 
factors to consider as organizations across the world start to plan for a post 
pandemic workplace. The return to the office is accelerating as new hybrid 
working models are deployed bringing additional benefits and new challenges. 
Join us for this panel discussion to hear how your peers have navigated their 
plans for a post-pandemic workforce and strategies and recommendations for 
success.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Identify how other sites have adapted to a new workplace
• Describe the benefits of different approaches to the new workplace

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Business Management & Organization
Program Level: Basic
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



SESSION BLOCK 6 

Wednesday, October 27 l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM ET

261 Get More Financial from Four
Wednesday 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Primary content area: Financial

CGI Advantage 4 has introduced many system-wide features that can be 
leveraged to maximize the benefits of Financial Management. This session will 
demonstrate how to use these features for retrieving improved forms of 
information, answering queries, working faster, ensuring proper data entry on 
transactions and reference data and assisting with data entry. Join us to learn 
how you can get the most out of CGI Advantage 4!

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Recall the features available ins CGI Advantage Financial 4 and the benefits 

they provide
• Apply new Advantage 4 configuration features at your site

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit 
Field of Study: Finance
Program Level: Overview
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

262 From Here to Eternity - Procurement Reports
Wednesday 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Primary content area: Procurement

Learn about the many types of reports your fellow sites generate as part of their 
various procurement processes. From the type of scenarios and processes that 
need to be reported on, to the data used and analytics created and finally to the 
reporting layout and format. Be inspired with new methods and tools for your 
reporting needs.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Describe what type of procurement reports other sites generate
• Describe what tools other sites use to generate procurement reports
• Describe potential procurement reports that your site could create

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Finance
Program Level: Intermediate
Prerequisites: Familiarity of CGI Advantage procurement and reporting 
functionality with awareness of procurement reporting at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



SESSION BLOCK 6 

Wednesday, October 27 l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM ET

263 Streamline Leave Management from Leave Requests to Leave 
Processing
Wednesday l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Primary content area: HR/Payroll

The global pandemic has affected many human resource related processes 
including how to manage and track leave. Join this session to see how leave 
related processes can be handled within CGI Advantage. This session will 
include a demonstration of how you can maximize the decentralization of this 
essential business process for your organization.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Describe the key features of leave management within CGI Advantage 

Human Resource Management
• Describe how different roles within an organization can use CGI Advantage 

leave functionality

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Personnel/HR
Program Level: Basic
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

264 Take Another look at Underutilized Budget Enhancements
Wednesday l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Primary content area: Budget

Applying all the great enhancements delivered in releases can quickly fall by the 
wayside when upgrading. Now that your site is live, let's take a moment to take 
another look at some key enhancements you may already have access to and 
how the enhancements may benefit your site. This session will cover 
enhancements from CGI Advantage Budgeting 3.10 to 4.3A.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• List beneficial enhancements that can be implemented in 1 to 6 months
• List beneficial enhancements to implement when you upgrade to CGI 

Advantage 4

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Computer Software & Applications
Program Level: Overview
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



SESSION BLOCK 7 

Thursday, October 28 l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM ET

371 Tips and Tricks for Creating Fixed Assets
Thursday l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Primary content area: Financial

Join us for a review of how to manage a fixed asset manually and through 
shell creation. Additionally, you will hear about two additional methods that are 
often underutilized: construction and intent. We will evaluate the benefits of 
these options and provide implementation stories to demonstrate where each 
is best utilized and benefits gained. Discover how these tips and tricks can 
bring value to your fixed asset needs.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Describe all four methods of recording a new fixed asset
• List the benefits each fixed asset method has to offer

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit 
Field of Study: Finance
Program Level: Intermediate
Prerequisites: Familiarity of CGI Advantage Financial fixed asset functionality 
and awareness of fixed asset processes at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

372 Reshaping the Post-Pandemic Workplace with CGI Advantage HRM
Thursday l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Primary content area: HR/Payroll

COVID required workplaces to change at a rapid pace and human 
resource/payroll departments had to quickly adapt to the new workplace. Many 
sites have seen changes like employee absences, employees working from 
home, relocations and pay location changes. Attend this session to listen in on a 
panel discussion where your peers will discuss how their organizations are 
dealing with managing workplace changes and how CGI Advantage can help.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Recall the different workplace changes organizations have gone through in 

the last 18 months
• Explain how CGI Advantage Human Resource Management and Business 

Intelligence can be leveraged to support workplace changes
• Discuss how to implement and roll out workplace changes at your site

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Personnel/HR
Program Level: Intermediate
Prerequisites: Knowledge of CGI Advantage Human Resource Management 
and human resource processes at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



374 Leveraging a Human-Centered Design Approach to Digital 
Transformation
Thursday l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Primary content area: General Interest

The value of Human-Centered Design thinking lies in its ability to identify, design 
and build solutions that truly solve user’s needs. Join us to hear an overview of 
the Human-Centered Design approach and how it can be used to deliver 
exceptional customer experiences, avoid expensive delays, gain competitive 
advantage, and foster an empowered and engaged workforce.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Describe and discuss Human-Centered Design approaches and solutions 

that can transform your organization
• Explain how Human-Centered Design approaches and solutions could benefit 

your organization
• Explain how Human-Centered Design methods are used to solution for 

difficult problems across industries

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Business Management & Organization
Program Level: Overview
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

SESSION BLOCK 7   

Thursday, October 28 l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM ET

373 Budgeting for Capital Projects
Thursday l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM
Primary content area: Budget

Capital budgeting and planning is an integral part of the strategic planning 
process. Come explore the capabilities of CGI Advantage Performance 
Budgeting to help you track and plan for projects. Learn how the out-of-the-box 
models can help in allocating costs across multiple year projects. We will also 
hear from our client community on how they are leveraging Advantage to 
address their project budgeting needs. 

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Identify configurations for the project dimension template
• List benefits of a project specific budget request
• Use models to forecast project revenues and expenditures

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Computer Software & Applications
Program Level: Intermediate
Prerequisites: Knowledge of the Advantage Performance Budgeting 
application and awareness of capital budgeting processes at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



SESSION BLOCK 8  

Thursday, October 28 l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM ET

381 Reports from the Field - The Advantage 4 Upgrade Experience
Thursday l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Primary content area: Procurement
Other content area: General Interest

Are you considering an upgrade to any of the CGI Advantage 4 applications or 
are you starting an upgrade soon? Are you wondering what the upgrade 
process will be like with the redesigned features and the capabilities provided 
via extensions? Hear from your fellow sites about their experience upgrading to 
CGI Advantage 4 and their advice on steps to take before, during and after the 
upgrade process.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Understand the CGI Advantage 4 upgrade process at a general level
• Define what can and cannot be done with extensions within CGI Advantage 4  
• Describe other sites' experiences with the CGI Advantage 4 upgrade

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit 
Field of Study: Computer Software & Applications
Program Level: Overview
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

382 CGI Advantage Reporting - The Road Ahead
Thursday l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Primary content area: Business Intelligence

Have you heard about all the great reporting features and options available with 
Advantage Insight, the new reporting solution for CGI Advantage? We will 
discuss how every types of client can utilize Advantage Insight with discussions 
across key topic areas including exciting updates to the reporting architecture, 
report conversion, how to optionally share data with your peers and build 
configurable inquires that can be shared. Come and experience all the benefits 
that Advantage Insight offers!

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Explain the difference between the Advantage Insight options for clients
• Explain how your organization can use configurable inquires to meet 

reporting requirements
• Describe Advantage Insight perspective for semantic models
• Recall how to embed analytics in Advantage

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Computer Software & Applications
Program Level: Overview
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



384 Introducing CGI Advantage Flow!
Thursday l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Primary content area: General Interest
Other content area: Technology & Architecture

Automate your business processes, promote collaboration and streamline the 
flow of work using components both within and external to Advantage using CGI 
Advantage Flow. This session will introduce our new Advantage Flow module 
and demonstrate how it can be used to configure business processes and 
design forms to use within the business processes.   We will walk through 
multiple use cases that will help you transform and automate your business 
today!

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Identify the fundamentals of CGI Advantage Flow and where it fits within the 

overall Advantage solution 
• Outline Advantage Flow patterns that can be used to implement real business 

process use cases
• Summarize how Advantage Flow can be used to design and configure forms 

within Advantage

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Computer Software & Applications
Program Level: Overview
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 

SESSION BLOCK 8  

Thursday, October 28 l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM ET

383 Extensibility Administration
Thursday l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM
Primary content area: Technology & Architecture

The extensibility features within CGI Advantage 4 includes powerful tools that 
let you tailor Advantage for your site. We will introduce these tools and provide 
real examples of how they are being used by clients today. We will also 
provide best practices and lessons learned for managing extensibility, which 
will help Advantage 4 administrators.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• List extensibility features within CGI Advantage 4
• Describe multiple use cases for extensibility
• Detail best practices and common challenges of extensibility
• Describe administration extensibility tips and suggestions

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit 
Field of Study: Information Technology
Program Level: Intermediate
Prerequisites: Experience as a system administrator at your site.
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based 



SESSION BLOCK 9 

Thursday, October 28 l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM ET

391 Take Another Look at Underutilized Financial Functionality
Thursday l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Primary content area: Financial

With so many great features recently added to CGI Advantage Financial it can 
be difficult to stay on top of all the new functionality. Join us for this encore 
presentation from Forum 2020 to hear the latest list of underutilized features 
across CGI Advantage 3 and 4 that can help you. If last year was any 
indication, you will come away with at least one feature that can be 
implemented immediately and another that can be put into place in the short 
term. Hear testimonials on how your peers were able to apply underutilized 
functionality to resolve their issues.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• List CGI Advantage Financial functionality that will be beneficial at your site 

and can be implemented in 1 to 6 months
• Identify functionality you feel will be beneficial to your site after your next 

upgrade

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit 
Field of Study: Finance
Program Level: Overview
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based

392 Prioritizing Requests for Additional Budget
Thursday l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Primary content area: Budget

As requests for new or expanded budgets come into the central budget office, 
how do you evaluate these requests and determine which ones move forward in 
the budget process? Hear from other sites how they approach this task and 
what information they gather to analyze the requests. You’ll hear ideas for tools 
for grouping requests, ranking incoming requests, viewing the budget versions 
and more!

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Discuss various processes used to analyze requests for new budgets
• Provide examples of information gathered with new requests for input into 

budget analysis

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Finance
Program Level: Basic
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based



SESSION BLOCK 9 

Thursday, October 28 l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM ET

393 Automated Testing Advantage
Thursday l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Primary content area: Technology & Architecture

Automated testing provides greater test coverage and is much faster than 
manual testing. Learn how you can improve accuracy, ensure consistency and 
save time by unlocking the power of automated testing with Advantage. This 
session applies to both CGI Advantage 3 and CGI Advantage 4.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• List the principles of automated testing
• Describe the tools used in automated testing
• Outline automated testing benefits and ROI
• Detail specific use cases for automated testing

Additional information
Participants will earn 1.0 CPE credit
Field of Study: Information Technology
Program Level: Overview
Prerequisites: None
Advanced Preparation: None 
Delivery Method: Group Internet Based

394 Extinguishing Burnout: Strategies for Overcoming Overwhelm
Thursday l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM 
Primary content area: General Interest

Burnout isn’t a buzzword. In fact, burnout is becoming more commonplace than 
ever among individuals. While burnout is not considered a medical diagnosis, it 
is the result of ongoing emotional, physical and mental stress. If not 
acknowledged or addressed, burnout can impact physical and mental health. 
Learn how to identify burnout and strategies for managing burnout by taking a 
mindfulness-based approach towards well-being.

Learning objectives 
After attending this session, you should be able to:
• Explain what is burnout and what causes burnout to occur
• Identify risk factors, signs and symptoms of burnout 
• Describe strategies for managing burnout and its symptoms

Additional information
This session is non CPE eligible
Field of Study: N/A
Program Level: N/A
Prerequisites: N/A
Advanced Preparation: N/A 
Delivery Method: N/A
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Build your schedule
Session block 1 l Tuesday, October 26 l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM ET
Session number Session title

Session block 2 l Tuesday, October 26 l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM ET
Session number Session title

Session block 3 l Tuesday, October 26 l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM ET
Session number Session title

Session block 4 l Wednesday, October 27 l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM ET
Session number Session title

Session block 5 l Wednesday, October 27 l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM ET
Session number Session title

Session block 6 l Wednesday, October 27 l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM ET
Session number Session title

Session block 7 l Thursday, October 28 l 12:30 PM – 1:30 PM ET
Session number Session title

Session block 8 l Thursday, October 28 l 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM ET
Session number Session title

Session block 9 l Thursday, October 28 l 3:30 PM – 4:30 PM ET
Session number Session title



About CGI
Insights you can act on
Founded in 1976, CGI is among the largest IT and 
business consulting services firms in the world.
We are insights-driven and outcomes-based to help 
accelerate returns on your investments. Across 21 industry 
sectors in 400 locations worldwide, our 78,000 
professionals provide comprehensive, scalable and 
sustainable IT and business consulting services that are 
informed globally and delivered locally.

cgi.com
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